DECORATING

member of the family and
guests – and somewhere to sit
and pull boots on and off. This
is an area where practicality is
premium and wipeable surfaces
and floors are imperative.

15DO

have a pantry
or back kitchen
off the main kitchen.

PIPPA PATON

Interior designer

14 DO

focus on
creating usable
boot and utility spaces.

Ideally you should be able to
access them directly from
outside. We find that a large,
deep sink for washing muddy
boots, arranging flowers and
washing dogs (or have a
separate dog shower), along
with lots of space for hanging
coats, including wet ones (a
drying cupboard if space
allows), cubby holes for
everyone’s boots and shoes
– allocated spaces for each

As rural life inevitably means
the nearest shop is a car
journey away, it is important
to be able to store sufficient
provisions to avoid the need
to be popping out every five
minutes. A larder or pantry
is the ideal way to do this as
everything can be easily seen
and, on the whole, a pantry
is more cost-efficient than
kitchen joinery.
If there is sufficient space,
we have found, as entertaining
becomes more relaxed and
dining rooms less prevalent,
that a back kitchen is
extremely valuable, as it
allows the detritus of dining
to be hidden from view

and dealt with at leisure.
Country kitchens are busy
places and need to cater for
many different events, from a
family supper to a shoot lunch.
Ensuring there is a place for
everything and everything has
a place is crucial.

16DO

have
practical flooring.

Floors should be easy to care
for and clean and shouldn’t
show up muddy footprints and
paw prints. Ideally flagstones,
large porcelain tiles or rustic
graded timber, but don’t be
afraid to use contemporary
materials such as polished
concrete or resin.

17DO

embrace the
elements of the
countryside. Natural fabrics

such as wool, linen, leather and
sisal, all create a tactile
connection to the land around
us. A neutral palette allows you
to embrace and layer the
colours of the countryside.

18 DON’T

skimp on lighting. In terms of quality, amount and, in certain areas where
needed, lighting control. Often, historic country homes have small windows and hence dark
rooms. Make sure you have layers of lighting which can be adjusted to suit the mood – task, ambient
and decorative. Control will allow you to easily achieve pre-set ‘scenes’ of lighting for different
occasions and tasks. 
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